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WHO WE ARE
Hunt Heroes® Foundation (HHF) is a non-profit organization that focuses its efforts
on supporting the Military men and women who live in our homes and neighborhoods
and the communities where Hunt employees live and work.
The HHF supports growth and development by funding projects that address
community challenges in the areas of health, education, housing and overall
community support. Its focus is to improve the quality of life for military families
who sacrifice so much for us day-in and day-out.

VISION
To offer support and outreach to the communities where Hunt military families live
and work. To bring focus on helping our residents and employees reach their best
potential through partnerships, donations and activities. The HHF will strengthen
the bond between Hunt, its residents, employees and communities.

MISSION
The HHF will proudly serve our military families, partners and communities through
opportunities and ideas generated by our people and partnerships. Together, the HHF
will discover new ways to ensure we help bring a positive change to the communities
in which we live and work.

Hunt Heroes® Foundation is proud to partner with wear blue: run to remember, a
national nonprofit running community that honors the fallen, the fighting and the
families within the U.S. Military. So far, the Hunt Heroes® Foundation has donated
more than $25,000 to wear blue, and helped orchestrate more than 50 runs
throughout the country.
Focused on supporting all military members and their families, HHF also formed a
relationship with Stop Soldier Suicide, the first national, veteran-founded-and-led
501(c)3 nonprofit focused on military suicide prevention. Today, the risk of suicide
is 22 percent higher for veterans than for those who have not served.

HHF supports military communities by orchestrating Helping Hands Day where
employees volunteer their time at more than two dozen organizations and give back
to those impacted by forces of nature like hurricanes and tornadoes.

“…it is through efforts of community partners like you that allow us to continue
the quality care and services that we seek to provide our deserving residents.”
-Thomas Sotomayor, US Department of Veterans Affairs

Together, the HHF will discover new ways
to ensure we help bring positive change
in the communities where we live and work.
Please consider donating to the
Hunt Heroes® Foundation today.
For more information,
log onto huntheroesfoundation.org
or email:
huntheroesfoundation@huntcompanies.com

